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No sentence that Thomas Carlyle wrote has been so often quoted as his observation from his 

great essay “On History” (1830) that “Life is the aggregate of all the individual men’s Lives who 

constitute society; History is the essence of innumerable Biographies.” This is an appropriate 

place to begin our discussion of the Carlyles, Dickens, and London this evening, because in a 

variety of respects, London exercised a deep and enduring influence on their writing. Thanks to 

Peter Ackroyd’s remarkable London: A Biography (2000), it no longer strikes us as anomalous 

that the life of a city can be compared to that of a single human being. Ackroyd himself freely 

and rightly acknowledged his indebtedness to Carlyle for this notion. Like the bewildered young 

man from Annandale who arrived in the metropolis in 1824, Ackroyd felt driven to ask, how else 

can the history of London be written other than as a biography? He admitted in his preface that 

“Some will object that such a biography can form no part of a true history. London is a labyrinth, 

half of stone and half of flesh. It cannot be conceived in its entirety but can be experienced only 

as a wilderness of alleys and passages, courts and thoroughfares, in which even the most 

experienced citizen may lose the way.”  

 To personalize London is to humanize it, and to invest it with qualities that make it 

manageable and navigable. The Carlyles and Dickens understood this as a personal necessity, yet 

they never lost their sense of the strangeness of the place, even as they strove to assimilate 

themselves to its unpredictable and sometimes hostile patterns. In Martin Chuzzlewit (1843–44), 

Dickens spoke of the “tumult” of 19th-century London that frequently swelled “into a roar.” 
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Everywhere one turned, there was the challenge of trying to cope with opinions that “thicken and 

expand a hundredfold.” Critical destinations, like the address of Todgers itself, remained elusive. 

Visitors might grope their way for hours “through lanes and bye-ways, and court-yards, and 

passages” without discovering a specific location—their exhilaration was only matched by their 

frustration and disgust at finding no way out of the clogged maze. Perhaps what is most unique 

about the perspectives of the Carlyles and Dickens towards London is their perpetual 

exasperation—what John Forster memorably referred to in his biography of Dickens as their 

“profound attraction of repulsion.” Unlike Wordsworth, they could never quite escape the “din” 

of the city through the contemplation of the “beauteous forms” of nature: as frequently as they 

complained of London (and in the Carlyles’ case, as frequently as they idealized Scotland), it 

remained both their home and their burden. 

 Both qualities—attraction and repulsion—are amply exhibited in Thomas Carlyle’s first 

impression of London. Writing to his brother Alexander in December 1824, he struggles to 

articulate a response: “Of this enormous Babel of a place I can give you no account in writing: it 

is like the heart of all the universe; and the flood of human effort rolls out of it and into it with a 

violence that almost appals one’s every sense. . . . O that our father sey [saw] Holborn in a fog! 

with the black vapour brooding over it, absolutely like fluid ink; and coaches and wains and 

sheep and oxen and wild people rushing on with bellowings and shrieks and thundering din as if 

the earth in general were gone distracted. To-day I chanced to pass thro’ Smithfield, when the 

market was three fourths over: I mounted the steps of a door, and looked abroad upon the area, 

an irregular space of perhaps thirty acres in extent, encircled with old dingy brick-built houses, 

and intersected with wooden pens for the cattle. What a scene! Innumerable herds of fat oxen, 

tied in long rows, or passing at a trot to their several shambles; and thousands of graziers, 
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drovers, butchers, cattle-brokers with their quilted frocks and long goads pushing on the hapless 

beasts; hurrying to and fro in confused parties, shouting, jostling, cursing, in the midst of rain 

and shairn [dung] and braying discord such as the imagination cannot figure.— Then there are 

stately streets and squares, and calm green recesses to which nothing of this abomination is 

permitted to enter. No wonder Cobbett calls the place a Wen! It is a monstrous Wen!”  

 The passage demonstrates the almost consanguineous relationship between Carlyle the 

letter-writer and Carlyle the historian, and anticipates the crowd scenes in The French Revolution 

and the battle scenes in Cromwell and Frederick the Great. London permanently affected 

Carlyle’s mode of expression, as well as his vision of human beings both as individuals and as a 

mass. His friend John Sterling famously complained about his “overly barbarous” style, his 

“grotesque” inverted syntax, and his bizarre diction, but Carlyle knew that he had to find a voice 

that matched the multitudinous urban reality of which he was a part. London was a “monstrous 

Wen,” but it was a also a steadfast source of literary inspiration. In the very next paragraph of 

this letter, Carlyle’s repulsion gradually yielded to attraction. He claimed that “there is an 

excitement in all this, which is pleasant as a transitory feeling, but much against my taste as a 

permanent one. I had much rather visit London from time to time, than live in it. . . . the people 

are situated here like plants in a hot house, to which the quiet influences of sky and earth are 

never in their unadulterated state admitted. You are packed into paltry shells of brick-houses 

(calculated to endure for forty years, and then fall); every door that slams to in the street is 

audible in your most secret chamber; the necessaries of life are hawked about thro’ multitudes of 

hands, and reach you, frequently adulterated, always at rather more than twice their cost 

elsewhere; people’s friends must visit them by rule and measure; and when you issue from your 

door, you are assailed by vast shoals of quacks, and showmen, and street-sweepers, and 
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pickpockets, and mendicants of every degree and shape, all plying in noise or silent craft their 

several vocations, all in their hearts like ‘lions ravening for their prey.’ The blackguard 

population of the place is the most consummately blackguard of any thing I ever saw. Yet the 

people are in general a frank, jolly, well-living, kindly people. You get a certain way in their 

good graces with great ease: they want little more with you than now and then a piece of 

recreating conversation, and you are quickly on terms for giving and receiving it.”  

 Jane Welsh Carlyle was equally fascinated by the hurly-burly of London life. The 

contrast between it and the remote Annandale cottage that she had shared for almost six years 

with Thomas was striking to her. In a letter to Eliza Stodart in 1834, she exalted in her new 

circumstances and defiantly waved farewell to her Scottish past. In distinctly Swiftian terms, she 

described the improvement in her health and outlook: “Well!  Is it not very strange that I am 

here? Sitting in my own hired house by the side of the Thames as if nothing had happened, with 

fragments of Haddington, of Comely Bank, of Craigenputtoch interweaved with cockneycalities 

into a very habitable whole? Is it not strange that I should have an everlasting sound in my ears, 

of men, women, children, omnibuses, carriages, glass coaches, streetcoaches, waggons, carts, 

dog-carts, steeple bells, doorbells, Gentleman-raps, twopenny-post-raps, footmen-showers-of 

raps, of the whole devil to pay, as if plague, pestilence, famine, battle, murder, sudden death . . . 

were broken loose to make me diversion—And where is the stillness, the eternal sameness of the 

last six years? Echo answers at Craigenputtoch! There let them ‘dwell with Melancholy,’ . . . for 

this stirring life is more to my mind, and has besides a beneficial effect on my bowels. Seriously 

I have almost entirely discontinued drugs and look twenty percent better, every one says. . . . 

This being the case, You may infer that I am tolerably content in my new position; indeed, I am 
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more and more persuaded that there is no complete misery in the world that does not emanate 

from the bowels.”  

 Sadly, her husband agreed with her, and for the next thirty-two years they competed in 

their letters complaining about the deleterious impact that life in London was imposing on their 

digestive systems. Both professed to despise the unhealthy and unnatural environment of 

Chelsea, and with frantic regularity, both travelled back and forth to Scotland in a restless and 

futile endeavor to escape from London and from each other. Yet this house and this city 

belonged to the Carlyles in ways that Scotland never did—Thomas might implement desperate 

measures to sound-proof his attic study and Jane might frequently condemn the eternal flow of 

visitors and celebrity-hunters to No. 5 Cheyne Row, yet their prose reverberated with the 

“natural supernatural” vitality of their surroundings. For the readers of the Carlyle letters in 

particular, it comes as a relief that the noise of London was never drowned out of their 

correspondence. For London was as germinal to the lives of the Carlyles and they were to the 

biography of the nineteenth-century “Babylon.” Like Dickens, their relationship to London was 

defined by their “attraction of repulsion,” which energized their art even as it withered their 

spirits.   

 


